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ABSTRACT
We describe a new approach for comparing cellular-biological networks and finding conserved regions in two or more such networks. Our distance measure is based on the description length of one network, given the description of the other one, and it is efficiently
computable. We employ these distances as inputs for generating phylogenetic trees. Using
KEGG’s metabolic networks as our starting point, we obtained trees that are not perfect,
but are very good (considering the characteristics of the inputs). Our approach enables us to
identify conserved regions among more than a dozen metabolic networks, and among two
protein interaction networks. These conserved regions appear to be biologically relevant,
proving the viability of our approach.
Key words: biological networks, conserved regions, metabolic networks, networks comparison,
network evolution, relative description length, tree reconstruction.
1. INTRODUCTION

W

ITH THE ADVENT of biotechnologies, huge amounts of genomic data have accumulated. This is true
not only for biological sequences, but also with respect to biological networks. Prominent examples
are metabolic networks, protein-protein interaction networks, and regulatory networks. Such networks are
typically fairly large, and are known for a number of species. On the negative side, they are error prone, and
are often incomplete. For example, in the KEGG database (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000), there are over 250
metabolic networks of different species, at very different levels of details. Furthermore, some networks
are directly based on experiments, while others are mostly “synthesized,” computationally or manually
(Kanehisa et al., 2006).
Our goal in this study is to devise a quantitative and efficient method for local and global comparisons of
such networks, and to examine their evolutionary signals. Our method of comparing two networks is based
on the notion of relative description length (RDL). Given two labeled networks A and B, we argue that the
more similar they are, the fewer bits are required to describe A given B (and vice versa). Mathematically,
this can give rise to Kolmogorov complexity-like measures, which are incomputable and inapproximable
(Li and Vitanyi, 1997). Other approaches, based on labeled graph alignment, subgraph isomorphism,
and subgraph homeomorphism, are computationally intractable (Garey and Johnson, 1979; Pinter et al.,
2005; Berg and Lassig, 2004).
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In contrast to the above mentioned approaches, our method is efficient. Comparing the man-mouse
metabolic networks took us 10 seconds on a PC (Pentium 3, 996 MHZ, 128 MB RAM), and all pairwise
comparisons of the 240 networks in the KEGG database took less than three days on the same machine. We
extend the relative description length approach to local comparison of two or multiple networks. For every
label of the nodes, we check if that label exists in the various networks, and build local neighborhoods of
equal radius around these labels. Neighborhoods with high similarity, according to our criteria, are likely to
be conserved. We deal with protein interaction networks in a similar way, by checking the neighborhoods
of two homologous proteins.
Our global comparison produces a matrix for expressing the pairwise distances between networks. To test
the quality of our method, we built evolutionary trees, based on the RDL distance matrix constructed from
KEGG’s metabolic networks. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time evolutionary trees have
been constructed based on biological networks. The results are not perfect, but are very good (considering
the problematic characteristics of the inputs). For example, the tree for the 20 taxa with large networks
(more than 1000 nodes) in the KEGG database perfectly clusters the taxa to Eukaryotes, Prokaryots, and
Archea, and clusters almost perfectly sub-partitions within each type. Neither the 20 taxa tree nor another
KEGG based tree for 194 taxa are perfect. This is hardly surprising, given the huge disparity in detail
between KEGG’s metabolic networks, where some networks have more than 1000 nodes (substrates), while
as many as 10% of species have metabolic networks with fewer than 10 nodes. In fact, regions of our trees
that do not agree with the “traditional” trees are as important and interesting as regions with perfect match
to the accepted phylogeny, as they can indicate genuine metabolic differences that lead to new biological
hypotheses.
Biological networks are still at a state where the available data is much more fragmented and less
accessible than biological sequences data. But network information certainly goes beyond sequence information, and our work makes some preliminary steps at the fundamental questions of network comparison
and evolution.
Methods that are related to relative description length proved useful for measuring the disparity between
biological sequences, such as whole genomes or proteomes. Li et al. (2001) describe a distance based on
compression (Chen et al., 2000) that was used for generating phylogenetic trees. Their distance is based
of the number of bits needed for describing one genome given the other. Burstein et al. (2005) present
a simple distance measure between biological sequences which is based on string algorithms (average
common substring). Their distance measure is related to the relative description lengths of one sequence,
given the other (Burstein et al., 2005; Wyner, 1993). The main innovation in the present work is the use of
the paradigm of relative description length in the domain of biological networks, which is very different
than the one dimensional domain of biological sequences. The different domain necessitates a different
approach. Our approach is based on the reasonable assumption that homologous nodes in evolutionary
close taxa will have neighborhoods with higher similarity, compared to remote taxa.
This is the first time that relative description length has been used for comparing networks and constructing evolutional trees and signals. Ogata et al. (2000) develop a heuristic for finding similar regions
in two metabolic pathways, based on comparing the distances between pairs of nodes in the two pathways. Schreiber (2003) develops a tool for visualization of similar subgraphs in two metabolic pathways.
Tohsato et al. (2000) deal with alignment of metabolic pathways, where the topology of the pathways is
restricted to chains. Kelley et al. (2003) data-mine chains in protein-protein networks. They generate a
global alignment graph, where each node represents a pair of homologue proteins (one from each network). For such a graph, Kelley et al. (2003) formulate a log probability score that decomposes over the
vertices and edges of a path, and look for paths with high score. This last work was generalized to identify
conserved paths and clusters of protein-protein interaction networks in multiple organisms. Sharan et al.
(2005) build a graph with a node for each set of homologue proteins (one protein for each species). In this
graph, two nodes (two such sets of proteins) are connected by an undirected edge if the two corresponding
proteins in each species directly interact or are connected by a common network neighbor. The second step
searches for paths and clusters in this graph. Koyuturk et al. (2004) use a bottom up algorithm for finding
frequent subgraphs in biological networks. Pinter et al. (2005) design an O.n3 = log.n// algorithm for the
alignment of two trees. While related, their algorithm does not solve our problem, as it is restricted to
trees, and is not efficient enough for multiple species. Another problem with the alignment approach is to
determine the costs of deletions, and mismatches. This problem holds for both sequence and graph align-
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ment. Chung (1987) and Matula (1978) suggest algorithms for a similar problem of subgraph isomorphism
on trees.
Forst and Schulten (1999) develop a method for alignment of two pathways. To determine the costs
of mismatches they used sequences information. They use their method for building phylogenetic trees
for pathways related to Krebs citric acid cycle and electron transfer. Each such pathway has less than
three dozens nodes. This method has problems similar to the method of Pinter et al. (2005). While their
method is applicable for one pathway of moderate size (containing at most few dozens nodes, and very
few cycles), it is not clear how it can be used for other types of biological networks, or for inputs that are
both incomplete and very large.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the problem of comparing directed
labelled graphs; then we describe our approach, based on RDL, and explain its properties. In Section 3,
we describe our “local” method, based on RDL for finding conserved regions in network. In Section 4, we
describe results of running our method, where the inputs are metabolic networks from KEGG, and protein
interaction networks from the WEB. Section 5 contains concluding remarks and suggestions for further
research.

2. BIOLOGICAL NETWORKS DISTANCES AND PHYLOGENY
In this section we discuss the problem of comparing labeled, directed (or undirected) graphs, or networks.
We describe our RDL approach for computing distances between such labeled networks. Our “design criteria” is to find measures that accurately reflects biological disparity, while being computationally efficient.
The networks in this paper are directed graphs with uniquely labeled nodes. Specifically, we used the
format of Jeong et al. (2000) for representing a metabolic network (Fig. 1). However, in our formulation,
only the nodes have labels, but the edges do not. All metabolic substrates are represented by graph nodes.
The reactions in the pathways, associated with enzymes, are represented by directed, unlabeled, edges. Our
algorithms apply, mutatis mutandis, to other types of networks with similar representation. For example,
networks with undirected edges, networks with labeled edges, and networks with non-unique labels.
The basic measure we are interested in is the number of bits needed to describe one network, G2 D
.V2 ; E2/, given the description of another network, G1 D .V1 ; E1 /. The natural measure to consider here
is Kolmogorov complexity. The Kolmogorov complexity, k.x/, of a string x is the length of a shortest
string, z, that when given as an input to U , a universal turing machine (UTM) (Sipser, 1997), U emits x
and halts, namely U.z/ D x (Li and Vitanyi, 1997). In our case, one may consider relative Kolmogorov
complexity. Given two strings x and y, k.xjy/ is defined as the length of the shortest string, z, that when
appended to the string y as an input to a universal TM, U , yields U.z; y/ D x. A variant of this measure
is known to be a proper distance metric, namely it is symmetric and it satisfies the triangle inequality (Li

FIG. 1. A labelled directed graph representation of a metabolic network. Each node in the graph represents either a
substrate (rectangle-shaped node), an enzyme (ellipse-shaped node), or a temporary educt-educt complex (black box).
The graph edges represent the reactions. In this work, the nodes of a metabolic networks are substrates, two nodes are
connected by a directed edge if there is an enzyme generating one substrate from the other.
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and Vitanyi, 1997). Unfortunately, it is well known that Kolmogorov complexity, in its unconditional and
conditional forms, is incomputable.
Instead of Kolmogorov complexity, we use a weaker notion. We give up the absolute minimality of
the description length. Instead, we propose an intuitively appealing measure, which is very efficient to
compute. A node, u, is defined as a parent of another node, v, if there is an directed edge .u; v/ from u
to v. In case of an undirected edge, any neighbor of v is also a parent of v (so in this case parenthood is
a symmetric notion). Two assumptions motivate our measure:
1. The distances (lengths of the shortest paths, when the directionality of the edges is ignored) among
corresponding pairs of nodes in networks of closely related species are similar. For example, if u is a
parent of v in one network G1 , it is probably also a parent of v (or at a short distance from it, e.g., a
child, grandparent, etc.) in an evolutionary close network G2 .
2. It is possible that two nodes, corresponding to different species, have the same role even if their labelings
are not the same (homologue nodes). Suppose v appears in G1 , and has a homolog v 0 in G2 (v does
not appear in G2). In such case, the neighborhood (e.g., set of parents) of v in G1 will often be similar
to the neighborhood of v 0 in G2.
We now turn to our definition of the relative description measure.1 Let pav .G/ denote the set of parents
of the vertex v in the network G. A directed graph or network, G, with n labelled nodes, can be encoded by
using log.n/ bits to denote the number of parents of each node, v, and log. jpavn.G/j / bits to name v’s parents
(for sparse networks, this is more succinct than the n bits per node of the naive
P description). Let DL.G/
denote the description length of G. Then for an n node network DL.G/ D nvD1 .log.n/ C log. jpavn.G/j //.
Suppose now we have two labelled directed graphs G1 D .V1 ; E1/ and G2 D .V2 ; E2 /. Let V1;2 D
V1 \ V2 denote the set of labelled nodes that appear both in G1 and G2. To encode a specific subset, T ,
j
of a known set S , one needs log.jT j/ C log. jS
/ bits. The first expression specifies the size of the subset
jT j
jS j
T , and the second is for describing a specific subset out of . jT
j / possible subsets. We denote the number
of bits encoding a subset T of a known set S by Enc.T jS /.
The procedure we use for describing the graph G2 , given the graph G1, aims at describing the nodes in
G2 , and for each node in G2, the set of its parents in G2 (neighbors for the undirected case). This is done
by encoding subsets of known sets, as described above. In stage .1/ of the procedure, we describe all the
nodes that appear in G1 and in G2 , which constitute a subset of all the nodes in G1. Next we generate
lists of parents sets, one list for each node in V2 . We deal with two type of such nodes. The first type
includes nodes that appear both in V1 and V2 (stage .2/ of the procedure). The second type includes nodes
that appear only in V2 (stage .3/ of the procedure).
Suppose a node, v, appears in the two networks V1 and V2 . The parents’ lists of such node can be
described as a union of three sets: Set A includes nodes that are parents of v in the two networks. Set B
includes nodes that are parents of v in G2 but do not appear in G1 . Set C includes nodes that are parents
of v in G2 , are not parents of v in G1 , but appear in G1 . We describe the nodes in set A (stage 2.a/ of
the procedure), as a subset of pav .G1 /. The nodes in set B (stage 2.b/ of the procedure) can be described
as subset of the nodes that appear in V2 but not in V1 .
In stage 2.c/ we describe the nodes in the set C . In this stage we regard the graph G1 as undirected,
ignoring the direction of its edges. Distances among vertices thus refer to length of shortest undirected
paths. Let d be the minimal number such that every vertex in C has path of length  d from v in
“undirected G1 .” If no such radius exist, we say d D 1. By encoding first the radius d , we can encode
the set C as a subset of all the nodes within undirected radius d from v in G1 . If d D 1 we use the trivial
encoding description for the parents of v, as subset of jV1;2 j (this takes log.jV1;2 j/ C log. jVjC1;2j j / bits). We
assume that usually d is small (assumption 2), thus this encoding of the set C is economical.
Suppose v appears only in G2 (stage 3 of the procedure). In this case we can describe the parents of
v by first describing a node, v 0 with a different name in G1 (using log jV1 j bits). Then we describe the

1 We do not round the number of required bits that are mentioned in our procedures, since the results without
rounding are better than the results with rounding (the actual goal of this work is calculating a distance measure and
not encoding networks).
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parents of v by the neighborhood of v 0 in G1, as discussed above (in stage 2.a/; 2.b/; 2.c/). We use this
description only if it is better than the trivial description for the parents of v, as a subset of jV2 j (this
jV2 j
takes log.jV2 j/ C log. jpa
/ bits). By our assumption 2, the node v will often have a homologue in G1,
vj
a node with different name but with similar neighborhood, thus describing the parents of v in G2 by the
neighborhood of its homologue in G1 is economical.
Formally, the procedure we use for describing the graph G2, given the graph G1 is as follows:
Describe(G2 given G1 )
1. There are jV1;2 j nodes that appear in G1 and in G2. Given G1, they can be encoded using
Enc.V1;2 jV1 / bits.
2. For each node v in V1;2 :
a. The set of parents of v in both G1 and G2 is pav .G1 / \ pav .G2 /. We encode these nodes by
Enc.pav .G1 / \ pav .G2 /jpav .G1 // bits.
b. The node v has jpav .G2 / n V1 j parents that appear in G2 but not in G1 . We encode these nodes
by Enc .pav .G2 / n V1 jV2 n V1;2 / bits.
c. The rest of the parents of the node v in G2 appear in V1 , but are not parents of v in G1 . Denote
the size of this set by nv . Let d denote the minimal bidirectional radius of a ball around the
node v in G1 that contains all these parents. Suppose d ¤ 1, let nv;d denote the number of
v;d
nodes in this ball. In this case we encode these parents using log.d / C log.nv / C log. nnv / bits.
If d D 1 we use the trivial encoding for the set log.nv / C log. Vn1;2
/.
v
3. For each node v that appears in V2 and not in V1 : Let cv denote the number of bits needed to
describe the parents of node v by the parents of another node that appear in G1 using steps 1, 2.
jV2 j
We encode the parents of the node by min.log.jV1 j/ C cv ; log.jV2 j/ C log. jpa
// bits.
vj
4. We use the encoding which is described in stages 1, 2, 3 only if it requires less
P bits than the
trivial encoding. If this is not the case, we use the trivial encoding DL.G2 / D nkD1 .log.n/ C
log. jpa n.G2 /j //:
k

This procedure determines a measure, DL.G2 jG1 /, which is the number of bits it uses to describe G2,
given G1 . This measure is not symmetric. To make it symmetric, we use:
Definition 1.

The relative description length of .G1 , G2/, RDL.G1 ; G2/, is defined as:
RDL.G1 ; G2/ D DL.G1 jG2 /=DL.G1 / C DL.G2 jG1/=DL.G2 /:

The first term in this expression is the ratio of the number of bits needed to describe G1 when G2 is
given to the number of bits needed to describe G1 without additional information. The second term is
explained in a similar way. In general, RDL.G1 ; G2/ is smaller when the two networks are more similar,
and is in the range 0  RDL.G1 ; G2/  2. One extreme case is when G1 , G2 have no nodes in common.
It is easy to see that since DL.G1 jG2 /  DL.G1 /, in this case RDL.G1 ; G2/ D 2. The second extreme
case is when G1 D G2 , in the appendix we show that in this case RDL.G1 ; G2 / approaches zero for large
enough networks, where 8v log.jpav .G/j/ D o.log. jpavn.G/j // (indeed, in all the networks we checked in
this work 8v log.jpav .G/j/ << .log. jpavn.G/j //).
The total running time of the pairwise network comparison algorithm is O.jEjjV j C jV j2 log.jV j/. In
the appendix we show how we calculate our distance measure efficiently in O.jEjjV j C jV j2 log.jV j/
time. We used our distance measure RDL.G1 ; G2/ for building phylogenetic trees based in network by
the following steps. First, we calculated pairwise distances for all pairs of networks. Then, we used the
neighbor joining algorithm (Saitou and Nei, 1987) for generating a tree from the distance matrix. Suppose
our input includes N networks, then the running time of the neighbor joining algorithm is N 3 .2 Thus the

2 Recent

variants of NJ run in O.N 2 /, where N is the number of taxa (Elias and Lagergren, 2005).
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total time complexity of our method for generating a phylogenetic tree for N networks of up to jV j nodes
each, is
O.N 3 C N 2  .jEjjV j C jV j2 log.jV j///:
A proper distance measure should be symmetric, non-negative and should satisfy the triangle inequality.
It is easy to see that the measure RDL.G1 ; G2 / is symmetric and non-negative. While RDL.G; G/ > 0, this
quantity is small for large graphs. In general, our RDL measure does not satisfy the triangle inequality. For
example, with respect to the following three networks in KEGG: The networks are the bacteria Aquifex
aeolicus (aae), the archea Archaeoglobus fulgidus (afu), and the bacteria Bacteroides fragilis YCH46 (bfr).
The RDL distance between aee and bfr is 4:7, while the distance between aae and afu is 0:7 and the
distance between afu and bfr is 3:92. However, by empirically checking all the triplets in a distance matrix
generated for all the 240 networks in KEGG we found that only a very small fraction of all triplets do
not satisfy the triangle inequality—363 triplets out of a total of 2,257,280 triplets (0:016%). Usually these
violating triplets involve very partial nets. For example the bfr network mentioned above has only four
nodes. After removing all the networks with less than 100 nodes, we obtained 194 networks left. For this
set of networks, all the triplets satisfy the triangle inequality.
To further test the properties of the RDL measure, we performed a preliminary simulation analysis,
which is described in the Appendix. We started with an initial network and in each generation with a
certain probability removed or added one node or one edge to the network (for more details, see the
Appendix). The results show that for large enough initial network (more than 1000 nodes) the growth
of the RDL measure as a function of “time” is close to linear. Namely, the RDL is correlated with the
evolutionary distance between the networks.

3. FINDING CONSERVED REGIONS IN NETWORKS
In this section, we describe our method for finding conserved regions in two or more networks, and the
rationale behind it. The method is based on the RDL measure, described in Section 2. Consider a ball of
bidirectional distance at most d , centered at node v in the directed (or undirected) graphs G1 , G2 . Let
B1 and B2 denote these balls in G1 and G2 , respectively. If a node, v, appears in the two networks, the
d conservations score of the node v with respect to the two graphs is defined as RDL.B1 ; B2 /. If v do
not appear in the two graphs, the d conservations score of the node v with respect to the two graphs is
defined to be 1. Let d denote an integer, let c denote a real number. A .d; c/ conserved node is defined
as follows:
Definition 2. A .d; c/ conserved node: Let v be a shared node among G1 and G2 . Let B1 and B2
be the balls of bidirectional radius d centered at v in G1 and G2 , respectively. We say that v is .d; c/
conserved in G1 , G2 if RDL.B1 ; B2/  c.
The .d; c/–conserved region of the two networks G1 D .V1 ; E1 / and G2 D .V2 ; E2/ is defined as the
intersection of the two subgraphs of G1 , G2 induced by the .d; c/ conserved nodes with respect to G1 ,
G2 . Namely, the conserved region of a graph, Gi , contains all the conserved nodes in Gi , and all the edges
in Gi across two conserved nodes. Algorithmically, we get it as follows:
Finding the .d; c/ conserved region of G2 , G1 :
1. For each node common to G1 and G2 , compute its d -conservations score as following:
2. Generate a graph G10 D .V10 ; E10 / where V10 includes the nodes in G1 that are .d; c/ conserved with
respect to G1 , G2 . The edge e 2 E10 is an edge in G10 if its two endpoints are in V10 , and it is an
edge in E1 .
3. The graph G20 D .V20 ; E20 / is defined analogously.
Note that both G10 and G20 have the same nodes, but possibly different edges. The parameters d (radius)
and c (RDL score), determine the two conserved regions G10 , G20 . It is easy to see that a smaller c
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decreases the sizes of G10 , G20 . On the other hand, a smaller d may either increase or decrease the sizes
of the conserved graphs. For example, suppose the ball of radius r1 around a node, v, is identical in the
two networks (thus has low RDL score), but all the nodes with radius r1 < r < r2 in one network do not
exist in the other network. In this case the RDL score of the ball of radius r2 around the node v will be
higher than the RDL score of the ball of radius r1 . On the other hand, suppose all the nodes with radius
r < r1 around v appear in one network but not in the other (thus the ball of radius r1 around the node v
has high RDL score), but the nodes and edges with radius r1 < r < r2 are identical in the two networks.
In this case the RDL score of the ball of radius r1 around the node v will be higher than RDL score of
the ball of radius r2 .
Since we want the .d; c/ score of a node to reflect only the neighborhood close to, we need to chose d
which is not too large. On the other hand, for getting a meaningful RDL score we need to choose d such
that the balls with radius d will be large enough (in practice, with more than a dozen nodes). We found
that values of d around 20 for metabolic networks and around 4 for protein interaction networks satisfy
the desired requirements.
Finding conserved networks in a sets with N > 2 networks is more complicated.
A natural requirements

in this case would be to find nodes that are .d; c/ conserved in all the N2 networks pairs. However, we
found such requirement too strict for our noisy and partial
 inputs. Thus, we relaxed the requirement to
nodes that are .d; c/ conserved in at least k out of the N2 networks pairs.
Definition 3. .d; c; k/ conservation
node: Let G1 ; G2; : : : ; GN denote N labeled graphs, let k be

integer in the range 1  k  N2 . A node v is .d; c; k/ conserved with respect to the N networks,

G1; G2; : : : ; GN , if v is .d; c/ conserved in at least k out of the N2 networks pairs.
It is easy to see that, for larger k, the sizes of the conserved graphs decrease. We adjusted the parameter
c and k to our input graphs, such that the fraction of nodes chosen is smaller than p, where p is
around 0:1. The rational behind our approach is that the probability of mutations in “more important”
parts of the network is smaller (just like the case for sequences). To identify “important” nodes we
used the assumption that every node in the network is a part of a cellular process (e.g., a metabolic
pathway, or a protein signaling pathway in a protein interaction network). We expect an “important” node
to share “important” pathways and thus have a conserved neighborhood, which our definition is supposed
to capture.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we describe the results obtained by running our algorithms on the metabolic networks
in the KEGG database, and on two protein interaction networks. We generate the phylogenetic trees
that are based on metabolic networks (for two different subsets of species), and discuss the similarity
and dissimilarities of these trees to the common taxonomy (NCBI, 2007). Then, we describe results of
applying our method for finding conserved regions in sets of metabolic networks. We finish by checking two
protein interaction networks, the drosophila network (Giot et al., 2003) and the yeast network (Uetz et al.,
2000; Gavin et al., 2002). The description is accompanied by a discussion of their biological relevance.

4.1. Phylogenetic trees
We started with a relatively small subset, containing 19 taxa: 9 eukaryotes, 5 prokaryotes, and 5 archea.
These 19 species have networks in KEGG with more than 900 nodes. We generated a distance matrix
based on RDL, and finally constructed a tree, using Phylip (Felsenstein, 1993) implementation of the NJ
algorithm (Saitou and Nei, 1987). The tree with its edge lengths is depicted in Figure 2. The resulting tree
is reasonably close to the common accepted taxonomy of these species (NCBI, 2007). The five archea, the
five prokaryotes, and the nine eukaryotes each form a clade. Within the eukaryotes, the three mammals
(rat, mouse, and human) are clustered together. The fruit fly and the worm C. elegance, both from the
Bilateria super family, are clustered together. The three yeasts (S. scerevisiae, A. gossyppi, and S. pombe)
are clustered together. One example of disagreement between our tree and the common taxonomy is
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FIG. 2. A small phylogenetic tree, built upon distances of metabolic networks as computed using our method (tree
topology and edges’ length from NJ algorithm).

the split inside the mammals, putting the human and mouse together and the rat as an outgroup. One
explanation is that the metabolic network of human is indeed more similar to the metabolic network of
mouse than to the metabolic network of rat. Mouse and rat are both popular lab animals, and many papers
deal with the similarity of certain metabolic pathways in human and in mouse or rat (Monostory et al.,
2005; John et al., 2000; Raffaï et al., 2001; Edsbacker et al., 1987; Mori et al., 1985). Some metabolic
pathways seem to be more similar in human and rat (Mori et al., 1985), while others seem more similar
in human and mouse (Edsbacker et al., 1987). Our result may suggest that in the case of the complete
metabolic networks, mouse is more similar to human.
Next, we generated a tree for all the 194 networks having more than 100 nodes in KEGG (KEGG
has additional 56 species with smaller metabolic networks). The resulting tree is depicted in Figure 3.
Of the 194 taxa in the tree, 13 are eukaryotes, 17 archea, and 164 are prokaryotes. This subset includes
55 species with over a thousand nodes (1000–1230 nodes). The rest of the network includes 100–999
nodes, the largest network, of bacteria Bardyrhizobium Japonicum (a gram-negative bacteria that develops
a symbiosis with the soybean plant) has 1482 edges and 1022 nodes. The names of the taxa in Figure 3
are their code name in KEGG. We colored eukaryotes blue, archea green, and prokaryotes red.
All the archea formed a clade, and so did the prokaryotes. All the eukaryotes but one, plasmodium
falciparum (pfa), formed a clade. Plasmodium was placed among the bacteria. One possible explanation is
the loss of genes and metabolic pathways that plasmodium, the malaria parasite, went through (HernandezRivas et al., 1997; Krylov et al., 2003). This result is in agreement with the work of Suthram et al. (2005),
which appeared recently in Nature. That work dealt with the protein interaction network of plasmodium
falciparum and other eukaryotes. They conclude that the protein interaction network of the malaria parasite
differ substantially from the protein interaction network of other eukaryotes. Interestingly, here we obtained
a similar result for the metabolic network of plasmodium falciparum.
The dataset we used includes two super-families of archea. The first is Euryarchaeota, which contains
the species pab, pho, hal, mja, afu, hma, pto, mth, tac, tyo, and mma (some of the archaea in this
group produce methane and are found in the intestines. The other members in the group can survive in
extreme concentrations of salt, and some extremely thermophilic aerobes and anaerobes). The other super
family is Crenachaeota, containing the species pai, sto, sso, ape (most of the organisms in this group are
thermophilic or psychrophilic). One archea “jumped” from the second super family. This is Pyrobaculum
aerophilum (pai), which an extremely thermoacidophilic anaerobic taxa (Afshar et al., 2001). Indeed, the
metabolism of Pyrobaculum aerophilum is known to differ from the metabolism of other Crenachaeota.
For example, it does not have sulfur degradation metabolism, while other Crenachaeota do (Fitz-Gibbon
et al., 2001).
The partition we infer within the eukaryotes kingdom is similar to the partition in the tree for the
small dataset (Fig. 2). Most of the prokaryotes families are clustered together: For example, the gamma
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Phylogenetic tree for 194 organisms based on metabolic networks, all with more than 100 nodes in KEGG.

proteobacteria vvu, vvy, vpa, ppr, vch, son form a clade. Most of the alpha bacteria are clustered together:
Mlo, Sme, Atu, Atc, Bme, Bms, Bja, Rpa, and Sil. One exception is Ehrlichnia ruminantium Welgevonden
(Eru), that joined to the malaria parasite pfa. Another exception is the Caulobacter Crescentus (ccr), that
is close (a few splits away) but not in the same main cluster of alpha bacteria where it usually resides.
The two taxa Bhe and Bqu (both from the Bartonella family) are clustered together, Zmo and gox are
clustered close together but not in the main cluster of alpha bacteria. Considering the large variability in
the sizes of the networks and the noisy inputs, we view the results as very good.

4.2. Conserved regions in metabolic networks
In this section we describe the results of running the algorithm for finding conserved regions on
four dataset. The first dataset contains the metabolic networks of two species: A bacteria (Gamma
Enterobacteria—Yersinia pestis KIM) and human. The second contains the metabolic networks of nine
eukaryotes. The last dataset contains the metabolic networks of ten species, including four eukaryotes,
three prokaryotes, and three archea. We also discuss another dataset of three species (human, E. coli, and
yeast), whose pathways in KEGG are known to be constructed independently. We describe here only the
stoichiometric formulae and the KEGG code of the compounds (in brackets). Full details of the compounds
can be found in KEGG. For each of the four dataset, we describe some of the connected subgraphs we
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found in the resulting conserved subgraphs. Even though k was lower than 2 , each resulting connected
component appears in all the metabolic networks of the dataset.
Our first set contains Human and the Gamma Enterobacteria–Yersinia Pestis KIM. Since these two
species diverged billions of years ago, we expect that the conserved regions found are common to many
other taxa. The parameters to our algorithm were diameter d D 20, and relative description score c D 0:9.
The threshold 0:9 filters more than 90% of the nodes with low conservation score. The resulting graphs
include about 10% of the nodes in the bacteria, and less than 7:6% of the nodes in human.
Some of the results .20; 0:9/ conserved graphs are described in Figure 4. We sorted the labelling of
the nodes in the conserved graph by lexicographic order, and (arbitrarily) plotted the first 40 nodes in the
resulting graphs.
KEGG’s metabolic network of human has 900 nodes and 1632 edges, while the metabolic network of
the bacteria has 1010 nodes and 1229 edges. The resulting conserved networks have 94 nodes that are
common to the two species. We describe here few of many results we found.
One of long simple paths in the conserved graph represents the metabolic pathway:
C10 H14 N2 O5 .C 00214/ ! C10 H15 N2 O8 P .C 00364/ $ C10 H16 N2O11 P2 .C 00363/
$ C10 H17 N2O14 P3 .C 00459/;
which is a part of the pyrimidine metabolism (Hoffee and Jones, 1978). It includes the last four nodes at
the end of the Pyrimidine synthesis pathway. Pyrimidine are the nucleotides T and C , which are building
blocks of DNA.
Another conserved sub-graph is the simple path of length four represent the sub metabolic pathway:
C5 H11 O8 P .C 00620/ $ C5 H11 O8 P .C 00117/ ! C5 H13 O14P3 .C 00119/
C27 H46 O3 .C 01151/:
This is part of the pentose phosphate pathway (Michal, 1999). One of the functions of this anabolic
pathway is to utilizes the 6 carbons of glucose to generate 5 carbon sugars, necessary for the synthesis of
nucleotides and nucleic acids. This pathway is also part of purine synthesis metabolism, again one of the
building blocks of DNA.
Next, we checked for conserved regions in nine Eukaryotes. We chose the Eukaryotes whose metabolic
networks in KEGG have more than 900 nodes. The parameters chosen were .20; 0:7; 6/, namely we checked
neighborhoods with radius 20 and each node in the conserved graph was required to have RDL score less
than 0:7 for more than six pairs of networks (out of the 36 pairs). These parameters were strict enough
for filtering more than 90% of the nodes.
Some of the resulting graphs are described in Figure 5. We sorted the labelling of the nodes in the
conserved graphs by lexicographic order, and plotted the first 40 nodes in the figure.
The resulting nine conserved metabolic networks includes between 84 to 95 nodes (these numbers are
not all the same because conservation is not required among all pairs of networks), where each of the
input networks has more than 900 nodes (i.e., less than 10% of the nodes in each organism are selected
as conserved by these parameters). We describe here a few of the conserved regions we found.
The first subgraph,
C6 H9 NO2 S2R2 .C 00342/ $ C6 H7 NO2S2 R2 .C 00343/;
is shared by all nine sub-networks. It is part of the pyrimidine synthesis metabolism.
The second subgraph is part of the Riboflavin (the left node in the pathway) synthesis metabolism:
C27 H33 N9 O15P2 .C 00016/ $ C17 H21 N4 O9 P .C 00061/ $ C17 H20 N4 O6 .C 00255/
Riboflavin is a vitamin that supports energy metabolism and biosynthesis of a number of essential compounds in eukaryotes (Kanehisa and Goto, 2000). For example, it helps breaking down carbohydrates, fats
and protein for use by the body, promotes the production of red blood cells and antibodies, absorption or
activation of iron, and more.
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The conserved graphs of nine Eukaryotes.
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The next subgraph is part of the Cysteine synthesis metabolism:
C6 H12 N2O4 S2 .C 00491/ $ C3 H7 NO2S2 .C 01962/:
Cysteine (the right hand side node in the pathway above) is an amino acid with many important physiological functions in eukaryotes. Cysteine is also a key constituent of Glutathione, and it is a precursor in
its synthesis, which is found in almost all the eukaryotes tissues and has many functions such as activating certain enzymes (for example, ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes), and degrading toxic compounds and
chemical that contain oxygen.
The third dataset includes four eukaryotes (human, mouse, rat, fruit fly), three archea, and three bacteria
(the names of all the organisms are in Figure 6). From each class, we chose species with a large number
of nodes and edges in KEGG, between 1500 and 3000 edges, and more than 900 nodes. We generated
the .20; 0:7; 6/ conserved graph for this set of species. The resulting ten conserved metabolic networks
include between 58 and 93 nodes (i.e., less than 10% of the nodes in each species’ network). As in the
previous dataset, we found a conserved sub-networks, related to nucleotides metabolism. For example we
found the same part of the pyrimidine synthesis metabolism described above.
Another conserved path is part of the Bile acid biosynthesis metabolism:
C27 H48 N2 O3 .C 05444/ $ C27 H46 O3 .C 05445/:
Bile acid is essential for fat digestion, and for eliminating wastes from the body (Russell and Setchell,
1992). It is also generated by bacteria in the intestine (Hofmann, 1999).
Part of the results are described in Figure 6. As before, we sorted the labels of the nodes in the conserved
graphs by lexicographic order and plotted the first 40 nodes in the resulting graphs.
An unexpected conserved subgraph, is the subnetwork, which is described in Figure 7 (notice this is not
a chain):
C2 C l.4/ .C 06789/ ! C2 H C l3 .C 06790/ ! .C2 H2 C l2 .C 06791/; C2 H2 C l2 .C 06792//
! C2 H3 C l .C 06793/:
It is the first part of the Tetrachloroethene degradation pathway. Tetrachloroethene is a toxin (also known
as PCE). Different organisms have developed different processes for degrading PCE (Bagly and Gossett,
1990; Fathepure and Boyd, 1988; Damborsky, 1999). However, the component of PCE degradation we
found here is shared by many species (and by nine out of ten species in our dataset).
There are only a few species whose pathway in KEGG were reconstructed independently. Three such
species are Homo sapiens, E. coli, and S. cerevisiae (yeast) (another one is Helicobacter pylori, which have
only 531 nodes and 592 edges). We implemented our method for finding conserved regions on these three
species, all having between 1500 to 3000 edges and more than 900 nodes in KEGG. We generated the
.20; 0:9; 3/ conserved graph for this set of species. The resulting conserved graphs of the human, E. coli
and S. cerevisiae have 79, 79, and 96 nodes, respectively. As expected, a major fraction of the subgraphs
found for the sets of species discussed earlier are also found here. One such example is the subgraph of
the Pyrimidine synthesis network.

4.3. Conserved regions in protein interaction networks
In contrast with the metabolic networks we considered so far, for protein interaction network the problem
is more complicated. Protein interaction networks do not have unique labels that are shared across species.
In this section, we show that our measure is applicable for analyzing network such as protein interaction
networks, where the nodes do not have unique labels. A more thorough analysis of such network is behind
the scope of the current work.
The number of organisms with known protein interaction networks having with at least few dozens
nodes is much smaller than the number databases of metabolic networks. There are protein interaction
network for eight species (S. cerevisiae, Drosophila M., C. elegans, E. coli, P. falciparum, Homo sapiens,
HIV virus, H. pylori). Thus, for this type of inputs, we decided to focus on finding conserved regions,
rather than on building trees. In this subsection, we report the conserved regions we found in the protein
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FIG. 6. The conserved graphs of ten species from Eukaryotes, Archea, and Bacteria.
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FIG. 7. Conserved subgraph graphs of ten species from Eukaryotes, Archea, and Bacteria.

interaction networks of yeast (Uetz et al., 2000; Gavin et al., 2002) and drosophila (Giot et al., 2003)
(7164 and 4737 nodes, respectively).
To identify corresponding nodes, we used results of Blast (Altschul et al., 1990) (release 2:2:6) as
taken from Sharan et al. (2005) (see Fig. 8). Two proteins were declared identical if the drosophila’s
protein has the best Blast score for the yeast protein, and the E-value was < e 10 . In the networks of the
matched nodes, we ran our algorithm with d D 4, and c D 1:98. The conserved graphs contain 75 proteins
are depicted in Figure 9. The protein’s names of the nodes in yeast and drosophila are described at the
bottom. Continuous lines denote protein interactions in yeast, and dashed lines denote protein interactions
in drosophila.
The conserved graphs have different topology than the graphs for the metabolic networks. The topology
of the conserved graph of the yeast and the drosophila are very different. The graph of the yeast contains
many more edges than the drosophila’s graph. There may be few reasons for the difference in the graphs’
topologies we obtain here, relative to the conserved graphs of the metabolic networks. First, the existing
protein interaction predictions are not too reliable (D’haeseleer and Church, 2004). For example, even
when the predictions are based on a few independent datasets, the false positive rate (estimated number
of false positives interaction edges divided by the size of the data set) can be more than 20%. Second,
the topology of protein interaction networks differs significantly from the topology of metabolic networks.
While metabolic networks usually contain only few cycles, and nodes with relatively low number of
parents (for example, the maximal number of parents in the metabolic network of human is 5), the protein
interaction networks have many cycles, and nodes with more than 100 parents (for example, the maximal
number of parents in the metabolic network of yeast is 250). Third, our simplistic method for deciding if
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FIG. 8. An example of a graph representation of two protein interaction network, and a mapping between the nodes
in the two graphs. The continuous line denote a protein-protein interaction, the dashed lines denote a mapping between
the nodes in the two graphs, the mapping was generated by Blast. In this case, the mapping replaces the labelling in
the metabolic networks.

two proteins are identical may sometime miss the true homologous of a protein. We are currently working
on adjusting our method for protein interaction networks.
Despite all the problems mentioned above, our results seem good. It is well known that best BLAST hits
may not imply functional conservation (Sharan et al., 2005). However, we checked (FlyBase Consortium,
2003; Hong et al., 2006) few dozens of the conserved nodes, all the nodes we checked have the same
function. This finding support the feasibility of using our RDL measure for analyzing protein interaction
networks.
We describe here a few of the conserved nodes we found. The two nodes with the highest conservation
score are nodes 14 and 17. Node 14 (protein Y ML064C ) in yeast, and its homolog in drosophila (the protein
C G2108), a GTP-binding protein involved in termination of M-phase (FlyBase Consortium, 2003; Hong
et al., 2006). Node 17 (protein Y LR447C in yeast, protein C G2934 in drosophila) are also involve in
basic activities such as ATP synthesis (FlyBase Consortium, 2003; Hong et al., 2006).
Other prominent nodes (hubs in the conserved graph of yeast) are node 30 (protein YPR086W in
yeast, protein C G5193 in drosophila) and its neighborhood, which encodes TFIIB in yeast and drosophila,
a general transcription factor required for the initiation of transcription by RNA polymerase II, and is
essential for viability (Pinto et al., 1992). Node 33 (protein Y FL039C in yeast, protein C G10067 in
drosophila) encodes the single essential gene for actin (Bondinas et al., 2001; Ng and Abelson, 1980)
in drosophila and yeast. Actin is a ubiquitous, conserved cytoskeletal element critical for many cellular
processes. Node 28 (protein YER081W in yeast, protein C G6287 in drosophila) catalyzes the first step in
serine and glycine biosynthesis (FlyBase Consortium, 2003; Hong et al., 2006). Another hub in the yeast’s
conserved network is node 0 (protein Y NL189W in yeast, protein C G8548 in drosophila). Node 0 forms
a dimer with karyopherin beta Kap95p to mediate the import of nuclear proteins, and it may also play a
role in regulation of protein degradation (FlyBase Consortium, 2003; Hong et al., 2006; Tabb et al., 2000).

5. DISCUSSION
We presented a novel method for comparing cellular-biological networks and finding conserved regions in
two or more such networks. We implemented our method, and produced a number of interesting biological
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FIG. 9. The conserved protein interaction graph of yeast and drosophila. The dashed lines denote edges in the
drosophila protein interaction network, while the continuous lines denote edges in the yeast protein interaction network.
The legend in the bottom includes the protein name in drosophila and in yeast of each node in the graph. For example,
node 0 denotes the protein YNL189W in yeast, and protein C G8548 in drosophila.
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results. It is clear that the information contained in networks is different from sequence information. This
work opens up a number of algorithmic and biological questions.
The procedure we described here is biologically reasonable, and indeed gave meaningful results. Still,
we believe that certain modifications of our procedure may improve speed or accuracy. We also believe
that the best variant of the procedure, and the exact parameters used for finding conserved regions, may
depend on the input type. For example, in the case of metabolic networks, we discovered empirically that
by skipping stage .3/ in the procedure Describe.G1 given G2 ), the accuracy decreases by a few percentage
points, while the time complexity becomes close to linear. Such shortcut may be suitable for larger inputs.
The experimental work here concentrated mainly on metabolic networks, taken from the KEGG database.
Of course, there is no reason to consider only KEGG, and only metabolic networks. We plan to examine our
methods on additional protein interaction networks, regulatory networks, and possibly a mixture thereof.
Our representation of the networks followed that of Jeong et al. (2000) and ignored the edge labels
(enzyme names in metabolic networks). However, in the case of the conserved metabolic subgraphs we
described in this work, the edges were also conserved (namely, the edges usually were identical in all the
conserved graphs). Yet, it is desirable to include edge labels explicitly. Indeed, the RDL approach allows
such modification at relative ease. A more meaningful extension is to consider labels not just as equal
or unequal. A continuous scale of similarity, as implied for example from the chemical description of
substrates, can be used. Different representations of the directed graph (e.g., children instead of parents)
are also possible. Other algorithms, based on variants of labeled subgraph isomorphism, can be considered
as well. However, their efficiency should be carefully analyzed.
When dealing with database of biological networks, we should always keep in mind that they are still
in their infancy. They are noisy, due to experimental conditions, and they are partial, due to budgetary
limitations and biases of the researchers. Thus the precision of the results is likely to evolve and improve,
as more reliable data is gathered.

APPENDIX A: RDL DISTANCE BETWEEN IDENTICAL NETWORKS
Suppose G1 D G2 , the following lemma show that in this case RDL.G1 ; G2 / approaches zero for large
enough networks, where 8v log.jpav .G/j/ D o.log. jpavn.G/j // (indeed, in all the networks we checked in
this work 8v log.jpav .G/j/ << .log. jpavn.G/j //).
Lemma A.1. Suppose G1 D G2 . For networks where 8v log.jpav .G1 /j/ D o.log. jpavn.G1 /j //,RDL
.G1 ; G2/jV j!1 ! 0.
P
P
Proof. DL.G1 / D nkD1 .log.n/ C log. jpa n.G1 /j // > nkD1 log. jpa n.G1 /j /: When G1 D G2 , we can
k
k
encode the parents ofPeach node, v, by Enc.pa
v .G1 / \ pav .G2 /jpav .G1 // D log jpav .G1 /j bits. Thus,
P
RDL.G1 ; G2/ < 2  . nkD1 log.jpak .G1 /j//=. nkD1 log. jpa n.G1 /j //, and RDL.G1 ; G2/jV j!1 ! 0.
k

APPENDIX B: TIME COMPLEXITY OF CALCULATING THE RDL DISTANCE
In this section we examine the running time of our procedure for calculating the measure Describe.G2
given G1/. We start by a preprocessing stage. In this stage, we assume all the edges G1, and in G2 are not
directed, and have length is 1. Based on this assumption, we calculate the distances between all pairs of
nodes in G1 and in G2 by Dijkstra’s algorithm or Johnson’s algorithm (Cormen et al., 1990) (we use this distance in stage 2.c/ of the procedure). The running time of these algorithms is O.jEj jV jC jV j2 log.jV j//.3

3 In all metabolic networks, the number of parents of each node is bounded (in all the network in KEGG no one have
more than 40 parents, usually it was much less, between 1 and 3 parents), thus E D ‚.V /, and the time complexity
is O.jV j2 log.jV j// for all pairs. Note that there are algorithms of time complexity O.jV j2:575 / for finding distances
between all pairs of nodes without any assumptions on the graphs structure (Zwick, 2002).
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We now sort the distance vector of each node in O.jV j log.jV j/ time, so the total time is O.jV j2 log.jV j//.
In the next step of the preprocessing stage, we sort the node names in each network in lexicographic order, in
O.jV j log.jV j/ time. Finally, we sort each parent list in lexicographic order, this is done in O.jV j log.jV j/
time per node, total O.jV j2 log.jV j// time.
After the preprocessing stage, we have a lexicographic ordering of the nodes in the two networks, a
lexicographically ordered lists of all the parent list, and a sorted distances matrix of the network. Step 1
in the procedure, Describe.G2 given G1/, is done in OjV j time (given a lexicographic ordering of the
nodes in the two networks, we scan the two lists, in each stage we remove the node with the lowest
lexicographically name from one or the two lists, and check if the node appear in the two lists).
The total work of stages 2.a/ for all the nodes is done in O.jEj/ time (for a given node, given a
lexicographically ordered list of all the parent list, we scan the parents lists of the node in the two
networks, in each stage we remove the node with the lowest lexicographically name from one or the two
lists, and check if the node appears in the two lists).
The running time of stages 2.b/ for all the nodes is O.jV j C jEj/ time (given a lexicographic sort of
the nodes in G1 , we can in total time jV j add an indicator that for each node in G2 denotes if it appear
in G1, as was described above. Than we check each of the total jEj parents according to the indicator).
The total running time of stages 2.c/ for all the nodes is O.jEj C jV j log.jV j/ time, assuming that
we have the sorted distance matrixes of the networks. By checking the appropriate entries in the matrix,
for each node, v, we can find in O.jpav .G1 /j/ time the distances of each of the nodes in pav .G1 / from
the node v in G2 . These distances determine the radius d that includes the subset of parents we deal
with in 2.c/. Then, by binary search on the sorted row of the node in the distance matrix, we find in
O.log.jEj// D O.log.jV j// for each node, v, the total number of nodes in radius d from v.
Stage 3 done in total time O.jEjjV jC jV j2 log.jV j/ for all the nodes. Thus the total time of the pairwise
network comparison algorithm is O.jEjjV j C jV j2 log.jV j/.

APPENDIX C: THE INCREASES OF THE RDL DISTANCE AS A FUNCTION
OF THE “EVOLUTIONARY TIME”
We performed initial empirical studies, showing that our RDL measure increases linearly as a function
of the “evolutionary time.” We used the following simple-minded model: At each time period there is a
probability p1 of adding a new node to a net, probability p2 of removing an existing node from a net
(all nodes have the same probability to be removed), probability p3 of adding a directed edge between
any two vertices, probability p4 of removing a directed existing edge between any two vertices (all edges
have the same probability to be removed). We chose p1 D p2 in order to maintain constant the expected
number of nodes in the graph, and choose p3 D p4 in order to maintain the average number of edges in
the graph. Figure 10 describes a simulation of such model. We started with the human metabolic network
from KEGG, used p1 D p2 D p3 D p4 D 1=2. In each time period we computed the RDL measure
between the new network and the original one. Figure 10 describes the RDL measure, as a function
of time, for 1000 generations. The graph shows that RDL growth is close to linear as a function of
time. We performed fifty such simulations, using different initial networks and parameters. We checked
p1 D p2 D 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4; 0:5, and p3 D p4 D 0:1; 0:2; 0:3; 0:4; 0:5, and as initial network we chose
the network of human and mouse.
For large-enough initial network (more than 1000 nodes) we obtained similar graphs, the growth of the
RDL measure as a function of time is close to linear, but with different slope. For large enough networks
with similar size, the close to linear relation between the RDL distance and the number of generation
suggests that our method generates distance between network which is correlated with the evolutionary
distance between the networks. If this is indeed the case, our measure (with the appropriate changes)
can be used to estimate branch lengths of phylogenetic trees, and not just for inferring the tree topology.
These consequences do not necessarily apply to networks with sizes that are very diverse. Of course, the
preliminary simulation used a very simplistic model. More sophisticated models, including unequal grows
and elimination rates, may give a better indication for more realistic instances. Such analysis is beyond
the scope of this paper and is deferred to future work.
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FIG. 10. The increase in the RDL of two networks. The initial two nets are identical. In this simulation, one network
remained unchanged. In this example, the initial network is the human metabolic network, and in each iteration
with probability p D 1=2 a random edge and random node were added to the other network. In each iteration with
probability p D 1=2, edge and random node were removed to the other network; all edges and nodes have the same
probability to be removed.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
The phylogenies, distance matrices used to generate the phylogenies, species listing, protein interaction
networks, and conserved regions are available at: http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/bchor/phynet/Supp.html.
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